We study the scaling behaviour of the optical conductivity (σ), free energy density (F ) and shear viscosity of the quantum critical point associated with spin density wave phase transition for a two-dimensional metallic system with C 2 symmetry. A non-Fermi liquid behaviour emerges at two pairs of isolated points on the Fermi surface due to the coupling of a bosonic order parameter to fermionic excitations at those so-called "hot-spots". We find that near the hot-spots, σ and F obey the scalings expected for such an anisotropic system, and the direction-dependent viscosity to entropy density ratio is not a universal number due to the anisotropy. Lastly, we also estimate the effect of the fermion-boson coupling at the hot-spots on superconducting instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The "strange metal" phase observed in numerous correlated electron compounds, for example the cuprates, are unconventional metallic states that cannot be studied using the framework of the Landau Fermi liquid theory, as the quasiparticle excitations get destroyed due to their coupling with some gapless boson. There have been intensive efforts to study such "non-Fermi liquid" states . These states may involve the gapless bosons carrying either (1) zero momentum, such as the Ising-nematic critical point [7, 9, 10, 12, 20, 24, [26] [27] [28] [29] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and nonrelativistic fermions coupled with an emergent gauge field [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] ; or (2) non-zero momenta, such as the spin density wave (SDW) and charge density wave (CDW) critical points [13-15, 21-23, 30] .
Recently, a "co-dimensional regularization scheme" has been developed for a perturbatively controlled study of the SDW critical point in two-dimensional metals with four-fold (C 4 ) [21] and (C 2 ) [23] symmetries, by embedding the one-dimensional Fermi surface in a higher dimensional space. These are non-Fermi liquid systems where the critical theory is described by isolated points called "hot-spots", such that a bosonic order parameter is coupled to fermionic excitations at four (two) pairs of hot-spots around the Fermi surface with C 4 (C 2 ) symmetry. In the second case, the C 4 -symmetric metallic state is explicitly or spontaneously broken to a C 2 -symmetric one [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , and an anisotropic non-Fermi liquid emerges when the system undergoes a continuous density wave transition [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] .
The hot-spot contribution to optical conductivity and finite temperature free energy density for the C 4 -symmetric SDW critical point has been found in Ref. [22] using the regularization scheme of Ref. [21] , where the authors concluded that hyperscaling is obeyed near the hot-spots 1 . This is expected for non-Fermi liquids arising from the interaction of the Fermi surface with bosons carrying non-zero momentum, where all the hot-spots exhibit an isotropy. In the present work, we compute the optical conductivity (σ) and free energy density for the anisotropic C 2 -symmetric case, using the -expansion of Ref. [23] .
Furthermore, we calculate the shear viscosity (η) and find the scaling behaviour of the ratio between η and entropy density (s). One can carry out a Boltzmann analysis directly in d = 2, which will be very similar to the C 4 -symmetric SDW case considered in Ref. [22] . From such computations, it can be shown that the leading order temperature (T ) dependence of the quantum critical conductivity (σ Q ) has the same form as the frequency (ω) dependence of σ. The T -dependence of the DC viscosity can also be inferred from the frequency dependent shear viscosity computed from the field theory. Lastly, we also estimate the effect of the fermion-boson coupling at the hot-spots on superconducting instabilities.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we review the co-dimensional regularization procedure devised in Ref. [23] to obtain a perturbative control of the C 2 -symmetric SDW quantum critical point. In Sec. III, we compute the scaling of the optical conductivity with frequency. Sec. IV deals with the calculation of the finite temperature free energy density. In Sec. VI, we address the question whether the fermion-boson coupling results in an enhancement of the instability of four-fermion interactions to superconducting pairing.
The expressions for the direction-dependent viscosity to entropy density ratios have been derived in Sec. V. We conclude with a summary and outlook in Sec. VII. The detailed computation of the current-current correlators has been shown in the appendix.
II. MODEL
The action describing the fermions confined to two spatial dimensions and interacting with an SDW order parameter is given by [23] :
where the ψ l,m,j,σ (k)'s describe the electrons with momenta near the four hot-spots, labelled by (l = 1, 2, m = ±), as shown in Fig. 1 . The labels j = 1, 2, .., N f and σ = 1, 2, .., N c represent the flavour and spin indices respectively, with the SU (2) spin generalized to SU (N c ). The parameter N f is an extra flavour which can arise from degenerate bands with the SU (N f ) symmetry. The N c × N c matrix field Φ(q) represents the SDW mode of frequency q 0 and momentum Q ord + q. Furthermore, In order to carry out dimensional regularization, the original (2 + 1)-dimensional theory is promoted to a (d + 1)-dimensional theory which describes the one-dimensional Fermi surface embedded in a d-dimensional momentum space. We define new spinors
as the extra (d − 2) dimensions perpendicular to the Fermi surface (co-dimensions), the new action is given by:
. We have introduced a mass scale µ to make the coupling constants g, u 1;0 and u 2;0 dimensionless. The vector Γ ≡ (γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . , γ d−2 ) has the first (d − 1) γ-matrices as its components. Since in real systems, d
lies between 2 and 3, we will consider only the 2×2 gamma matrices so that the corresponding spinors always have two components. We will use the representation where The fermionic and bosonic Green's functions are given by:
respectively. The fixed point of the model is characterized by:
at one-loop order, in an expansion in the parameter = 3 − d, where z τ is the dynamical critical exponent.
III. RENORMALIZED OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY
The current densities in the x and y directions are given by:
In order to obtain the optical conductivity, we need to calculate the expectation values J x J x and J y J y . A. One-loop contributions to J x J x and J y J y
The current-current correlation functions at one-loop level are given by ( Fig. 2) : B. Two-loop contributions to J x J x and J y J y At two-loop order, the diagrams contributing to J α J α (ω) are shown in Fig. 3 . The first two diagrams have identical contributions and involve the fermion-self energy correction to
The last one corresponds to the vertex corrections. For α = x, these can be written as:
respectively. Here, Σ 1,n (k) and Ξ n (k) are the one-loop fermion self-energy and fermion-boson vertex corrections respectively, using the dispersion ε n (k).
As explained in details in Appendix B, the leading order term in c is obtained only from
. This is because the leading order term in J x J x VC (ω) is proportional to c.
The final result for J x J x SE is given by:
for regions close to hot-spots ,
for regions far from hot-spots ,
to leading order in and c, where λ is a scale independent of ω and is of the order of k F ω.
It is easy to see that
C. Scaling of optical conductivity
Near the hot-spots, the total contribution for J x J x takes the form :
where we have used the fact that the 1/ piece from J x J x SE (ω) is cancelled by the corresponding counterterm.
We note that near the hot-spots, the momenta scale as k y ∼ ω
This tells us that v ∼ v * ω 1−zx zτ due to this anisotropic scaling. Using this information, we can rewrite J x J x (ω) as
Using the fact that (1 − z τ ) and (1 − z x ) are at least O( ), we argue that
. Hence, the corresponding conductivity is given by On the other hand, for points away from the hot-spots, the integral over ε − (k) has ±k F as the bounds. In this case, we have:
implying that In this section, we compute the free energy density at a finite temperature T > 0 to leading order in c and . The free energy density receives contributions from three parts, namely, the free fermions, the free bosons, and the corrections due to the interactions between the two.
The contribution from the free fermionic part is given by:
where we have subtracted the infinite contribution from the temperature-independent ground state energy. Definingk T = ε 2 + (k) +K 2 , we thus have:
where
For the free bosonic contribution, we have:
Scaling q y → q y /c and definingq T = q 2 x + q 2 y +Q 2 , we obtain: The first order interaction correction to the free energy, as shown in Fig. 4 , is given by:
where Ω p and ω p are bosonic and fermionic Matsubara frequencies respectively. Now, it is easy to see that the leading contribution containing a pole in 1/ can be obtained from the terms where one frequency sum is replaced by an integral [22, 27] such that
Here, from Ref. [23] ,
The first term in the square bracket gives the interaction correction to the fermionic part of the free energy. Focussing on the fixed point, we set c = 0 in Eq. (B1) to obtain:
Let us now compute the second term in the square bracket of Eq. (4.5), which gives the interaction correction to the bosonic part of the free energy as follows:
Finally, setting µ = 1, the free energy for the fermions at the fixed point, including the lowest order interaction, takes the form:
f b (T ) + contribution from appropriate counterterms
near the hot-spots. Here we have used the fact that the temperature dependence for low to O( ), using the fact that z τ = 1 + O( ). Similarly, for the bosonic part, we get: 
V. SHEAR VISCOSITY
The momentum flux density tensor, or the stress tensor in short, is given by:
where ζ M stands for all the quasiparticle fields in the theory and L is the Lagrangian density.
This gives us:
2)
We note that T xy (q) = T yx (q) due to the anisotropy of the model.
Using the Kubo formula [66] , the shear viscosity for flows along the x and y directions can be obtained from the formulae:
respectively, where
is the autocorrelation function of the component T αβ of the stress tensor.
At one-loop order, we have
following the steps leading to Eq. (A1). Here q = (ω, 0, · · · , 0). Changing the integration variables (k x , k y ) → (ε + (k), ε − (k)), we get:
The two-loop contribution to leading order in c can also be found from the two-loop computation for J x J x (ω) and using the fact that
+ O( ) for regions close to hot-spots ,
+ O( ) for regions far from hot-spots .
(5.8)
Finally, this leads to Similarly,
near the hot-spots, such that η y (ω) ∼ ω
We will assume that the T -dependence of the DC viscosity can be inferred from the frequency dependent shear viscosity by replacing ω by T [22, 26] . Now, the entropy density (s), being the derivative of the free energy with respect to temperature T , scales as
Noting that
, we conclude that
Hence, near the hot-spots, depending on whether 2 (N 
VI. SUPERCONDUCTING FLUCTUATIONS
In this section, we will examine the potential superconducting instabilities both in the zero momentum and 2 k F FFLO (Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov) channels for the simplest case of spin-singlet pairing. Hence, we need N c ≥ 2. Hereafter, we will consider the case with N c = 2. For Cooper pairs with zero centre-of-mass momentum, the pairing vertex is given by (Fig. 5) :
whereas for the FFLO case, with the centre of mass momentum equal to 2 k F , the pairing scenario can be captured by (Fig. 6 ):
The Cooper pairs formed from adjacent regions of the Fermi surface have the same or opposite signs depending on whether we are considering {V
The one-loop corrections for S 1 and S 2 are given by:
generalizing this to d = 3 − , we have the relations
In order to extract the divergent part, we can set k = 0, such that
+ terms not contributing to pairing .
We can look at the case of c = 0 corresponding to the fixed point value and then the expression simplifies to
Similarly, for the FFLO case, we have: Again, simplifying to the case of c = 0 corresponding to the fixed point value, we get:
We can now write down the counterterms as:
and term of the one-loop fermion self-energy [23] . This shows that η v > 0 and hence the coupling with the boson enhances the superconducting instability at the hot-spots. Furthermore, the FFLO pairing is found to be as strong as the zero-momentum pairing.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For the C 2 -symmetric SDW quantum critical point, our analysis has shown that the optical conductivity and free energy density obey the scaling relations expected from the anisotropy associated with the x and y directions. Furthermore, this anisotropy leads to the observation that the direction-dependent η/s ratios near the hot-spots are not universal numbers, unlike other strongly-coupled field theories.
We have also found that the fermion-boson coupling results in an enhancement of the instability of four-fermion interactions to superconducting pairing, both for the zeromomentum and 2 k F Cooper pairs. However, such enhancement takes place only at the hot-spots and not on the entire Fermi surface. Hence, there will be no interpatch coupling term contributing to the beta functions of the pairing potentials, unlike the case of the Isingnematic quantum critical point [25, 28] (where it leads to a flow towards pairing instability irrespective of the initial value and sign of the four-fermion interaction strength).
A similar system to study in future works is the two-dimensional strange metal phase associated with the underlying quantum critical point in anisotropic electronic systems at the onset of inhomogeneous FFLO superconductivity [67] . The contribution to J x J x at one-loop level comes just from the free fermion part (see Fig. 2 ) and is given by
where q = (Q, q = 0) and Q = (ω, 0, · · · , 0). In the second last line, we have used Feynman parametrization and changed variables as u = K + t Q. Finally, changing the integration variables (k x , k y ) → (ε + (k), ε − (k)) and integrating over ε + (k), we get:
We note that the bounds on the integral over ε − (k) depends on whether we are considering the regions close to the hot-spots or far from the hot-spots. Hence
for regions close to hot-spots , 2 λ for regions far from hot-spots ,
where λ is a scale independent of ω and is of the order of k F ω.
Appendix B: Two-loop contributions to J x J x
In this appendix, we elaborate on the computation of the two-loop contributions to J x J x .
Contribution from the fermion self-energy correction
The expression in Eq. (3.3) involves the two-loop contribution to J x J x coming from the fermion self-energy correction, which is given by [23] 
Changing the integration variables as (
, we can immediately see that the term with the factor ε −n in the numerator of the integrand drops out on performing integrations leading to J y J y SE . Hence the integral simplifies to 
where Q = (ω, 0, · · · , 0). Again, the bounds on the integral over ε − (k) depend on whether we are considering the regions close to the hot-spots or far from the hot-spots. Hence dε − (k) 
For the first case, we need to evaluate the integral
We use another Feynman parameter in order to perform the integral over K, such that
Shifting K → K − y z Q and performing the integrals, we finally obtain: 
so that
to leading order in and c, for the regions close to the hot-spots. Now we consider the far from hot-spot case. Shifting K → K − yQ in (B2), we have: .
where Q = (ω, 0, · · · , 0). Using
we obtain:
